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Introduction

Despite a march toward digitization, businesses

remain overwhelmed by the need to intake and

process physical documents. For many

industries, such as legal services, high volumes

of data impact client experience due to the time

it takes to manually manage and extract relevant

information. Vince DiMascio, Chief Information

Officer & Chief Technology Officer, Berry

Appleman & Leiden (BAL) set out to solve this

problem and improve client service through

intelligent automation.

Vince DiMascio, CIO & CTO, BAL
In the role of CIO & CTO of BAL, DiMascio heads a

team of technologists who re-imagine global

mobility and deliver new ways of providing

global immigration services. He has over 25 years

experience in transformational  change, agile

software and product development, data

An accomplished technologist with access to

skilled internal IT teams, DiMascio nevertheless

wanted a partner highly accomplished in and

dedicated to a multi-phase artificial intelligence

deployment. He partnered with Synaptiq to 1)

build learning models — using machine vision,

machine learning, natural language processing,

and other AI technologies — to accurately classify

immigration content; 2) extract relevant

information; and 3) optimize, package, and deploy

models behind an API hosted on Amazon AWS.

 

analytics, AI, intelligent automation, enterprise

security, and cloud computing. More than a

technologist, DiMascio understands business and

applies technology to deliver significant value. He

consulted with PwC for over ten years and holds

MS degrees from New York University and

Columbia University.
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Synaptiq helped BAL leverage a data 
advantage
BAL focuses on immigration, making it a

repository for enormous data on immigration

law. DiMascio recognized BAL could use

intelligent automation, which requires volume

in order to learn and identify patterns, to

enhance efficiency, accuracy, and quality for

clients. Rather than buy enterprise solutions

that could solve pieces of the problem,

DiMascio wanted to deploy proprietary

intelligent automation (IA) within BAL's systems

that could learn and improve over time.

Synaptiq was the AI partner dedicated to

building the complex learning system.

 

What can other industries learn 
from BAL?

Many professional services sectors experience

data processing challenges.  Synaptiq and BAL

worked together to develop a framework that

other companies can use to develop their own

training models. By customizing the document

classification and training stages of this model,

any company can leverage a data advantage to

improve client service.

Together, DiMascio's team and Synaptiq built

the proprietary IA in two phases. The first phase

focused on the generation and drafting of

various documents. The second phase

included the ability to read all documents

uploaded to a foreign national's profile and

select the necessary supporting documents to

be included in a drafted petition. By leveraging

the system to classify documents, extract data

from these docs and populate certain fields,

DiMascio created the capacity for attorneys to

focus on higher value, more complex work for

BAL’s clients.

 

“Synaptiq proved an invaluable partner in realizing my vision to solve BAL's challenges 

related to processing structured and unstructured data, including document images.  

AI is a powerful lever we can apply to  these activities, enabling BAL to be fast, 

adaptive, and provide unparalleled quality while giving our legal teams capacity to 

focus on complex issues and client service.”

Vince DiMascio, CIO & CTO,  BAL 
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Teaching systems to understand and 
process documents 

Intelligent automation marries artificial

intelligence (AI) — including natural language

processing, machine learning, and machine

vision — with automation. In the context of

document classification, it allows businesses to

leverage the experience of knowledge

workers, such as doctors and lawyers, to teach

a system to look for patterns and critical

information. This frees experts to dedicate time

to human-centric tasks like strategy, problem-

solving, healing, or relationship building.

 
A reusable framework

 
Many businesses have tedious tasks a human

can do well. Processing documents falls into

this category. Rather than performing the task

manually, a human can teach a supervised

learning model to assist. This five-part reusable

framework structures the model:
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1. Document Classification

2. Document Page Identification

3. Model Output

4. Template-Driven Document Extraction

5. Extraction Output

Each new data entry to the model gets a new

label. The more pre-labeled data entered

during training, the better the system. Any time

the system has a question about how to label a

document, it goes to a human for evaluation.

Over time, edge cases become fewer and the

machine's ability to label becomes nuanced

and more accurate.

 

The model uses supervised learning

 
Supervised learning requires an initial set of

human-label data. The system analyzes these

through a variety of AI methods. The model

begins to learn using an algorithm to make

decisions about new data. Accuracy increases

with tuning, time, and access to more data.

 
Where intelligent automation fits in

 
Intelligent automation works with supervised

learning as the system uses historically labeled

documents to automate classification for

images, text, and combinations of images and

text.

Machine Learning Model Lifecycle

Collect Data

Prepare
Data

Train
Model

Evaluate Model

Deploy
Model

Monitor +
Evaluate



How you can learn from BAL's success

Through our partnership, BAL developed a set

of recommendations all companies can use

when considering intelligent automation. Some

tips from BAL: 

 
Select for a quick win: Choose a project

that can be done quickly (ideally within

six to twelve months) and has a high

chance of success.

 
Focus on your vertical: By choosing a

company-specific project, you will find

business partners and your internal

stakeholders can directly understand

the value.

 
Move faster with credible partners:

Consider working with external partners

to bring in AI expertise quickly.

Synaptiq, AI services reimagined

Founded in 2017,  Synaptiq is a full-scale

artificial intelligence consultancy. Our growing

team of 25 professionals has backgrounds in

management consulting, AI research and

application, and product development and

management. Our seasoned experts partner

directly with each client to identify and deliver

unique and impactful solutions  to real world

problems AI solves best. With over 30 clients in

over 20 sectors worldwide to date, we are

poised to lead the AI-revolution well into the

future.

 
Harnessing the potential of AI for our clients

demands more than the requisite expertise in

business and data science. The core tenets of

our purpose-built, impactful service offerings

are integrity, generosity, ingenuity, and

accountability.

Machine Learning

Algorithms and models to 

automate and perform tasks 

with specific instructions.

Natural Language 
Processing 

 Automatically classify verbal 

& written communication.

AI Consulting

Powered by a team of 

deeply diverse and 

experienced professionals.

Learn more at synaptiq.ai
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